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Chapter 0151 - Flirting with a Beauty! 

Qing Shui hesitated awhile. He nodded his head towards the woman before glancing at Qing Yi. Hearing 

the raucous laughter of Qing You and the others, he walked towards the backyard once again. 

This time around, Qing Shui told himself that he had to use his warm and sincere heart to melt the 

coldness of Shi Qingzhuang’s! 

Just like the previous time, the woman of his desire was clad in fiery-red attire. It was akin to ice 

wrapped in embers. As she turned her head and saw Qing Shui, her countenance remained unchanged, 

without joy or sadness. 

“Qingzhuang, I’ve already smashed those that dare obstruct us!” Qing Shui gazed at the stoic 

countenance of Shi Qingzhuang. He couldn’t help but feel a slight pain in his heart. He loved to see her 

smile, and especially the look she had when she was pouting. 

After hearing the words of Qing Shui, Shi Qingzhuang obviously felt a sense of shock and amazement 

rising in her heart. Her clear eyes misted over as they stared at Qing Shui. Even now, Qing Shui did not 

know what Shi Qingzhuang was going on in her heart. 

“I’m here to propose marriage. Your mother said that you weren’t willing to go out, so I have decided to 

come in and accompany you.” Qing Shui continued. 

“The date of our marriage is not set yet. Just let me know when you are willing to get married. The day 

of your choosing will be the day when I will marry you. What do you think about that?” Qing Shui gazed 

at Shi Qingzhuang, only to see a pair of eyes steadily staring at himself. 

“Qing Shui, can you not force me? Give me some space!” 

Qing Shui was stunned after he heard the words of Shi Qingzhuang. After he recovered, he bitterly 

replied, “As long as you don’t marry or look for other men, I will give you all the space you need. Don’t 

tell me… you do not intend to get married in this lifetime?” 

Shi Qingzhuang, upon hearing the words of Qing Shui, unexpectedly replied, “You don’t need to be like 

this. 5 years. 5 years later, if you still want me, I will marry you. But who knows, you may have a harem 

by then.” 

Qing Shui was speechless. However, he had already promised her, so not to mention the 5 years, even if 

it was 10 years, then he would still be fine with it. Since it was still okay and Shi Qingzhuang agreed, 

their status could be considered engaged. 

“From today onwards, you are the fiancee of me, Qing Shui. I’m very happy. Finally, I have a ravishing 

beauty as my fiancee. As your husband-to-be, do I have any special privileges? For example…helping you 

to warm your bed…? Hehe.” Qing Shui laughed. 

“Nope, no special privileges. Although many people out there say that I’m already your woman, I won’t 

allow you to touch me!” Shi Qingzhuang pouted charmingly. The killing power contained within that 

pout was exceptionally powerful, especially when a woman as cold as the ice-princess Shi Qingzhuang 

did it. 



“Why haven’t you invited your husband-to-be inside your room. I need to spot check if you are hiding a 

man inside.” 

“Go look for him then!” 

Qing Shui snickered as he passed by Shi Qingzhuang and prepared to walk into her room. As he came 

closer to Shi Qingzhuang, his hand snaked out and held the hands of Shi Qingzhuang. 

Shi Qingzhuang only had the time to let out a small cry of surprise before she was pulled into her room 

by Qing Shui! 

That familiar feeling of soft and gentle little hands, like her countenance, was cool to the touch. Holding 

onto her hands caused Qing Shui to want to warm it up, together with her ice-cold heart. He wanted to 

see how Shi Qingzhuang would look like after her icy countenance had melted away! 

“Qing Shui, what are you doing? You said you would give me some space!” Shi Qingzhuang panicked 

slightly as she blushed. She tried to loosen her hand from Qing Shui’s grip, but he gripped it tighter. 

“I just want to hold your hand. What did you think I wanted to do? Could it be that you think…I’m not 

such a casual man. If you want to take advantage of me, I will resist!” Qing Shui teased as he saw the 

ever-reddening face of Shi Qingzhuang. 

“You are so naughty, go to hell!” Shi Qingzhuang quickly extended her hand to tap on Qing Shui’s body a 

few times. Ever so nicely, the movement of her hands were knocking against his chest. 

Looking tenderly at her, Qing Shui pulled her into his embrace and hugged her tightly! 

“Qingzhuang, ever since we left that day, you have always been on my mind. I don’t know if this is love. 

Men are different from women. For men, lust always come first before love develops. That day when I 

first met you in the Qing Clan, I had always wanted you from the beginning…” 

“Stop talking. You are not allowed to think of that without my permission. If you really love…me, can’t 

you respect me a little?!” Shi Qingzhuang felt that Qing Shui was too over-the-top with the way he was 

talking. 

This was also the solution Qing Shui had discovered to melt Shi Qingzhuang’s heart. No matter how ice-

cold that jade-like face of hers looked, he just had to babble shameless nonsense until she couldn’t 

maintain her expression. This was tearing apart that outer layer of coldness that veiled her true nature! 

“Naturally, I will respect you. In any case, I wouldn’t be so bad to the extent that, for e.g., I would tear 

your clothes during the act… I would, at the very least, buy a new set for you. I wouldn’t be like how you 

treated me that time after you tore my clothes…” 

Shi Qingzhuang’s face became as red as a tomato. She hid her face in Qing Shui’s chest, not daring to 

look up. Qing Shui loved the charm Shi Qingzhuang exuded even more when she was shy. He let out a 

burst of laughter! 

A moment later! 

“Qing Shui, you’re not allowed to bring this up anymore in the future…” 



Shi Qingzhuang finally inclined her pinkish face as she stated somewhat breathlessly. Qing Shui would 

rather see her in this state than her usual ice-cold countenance! 

“Qingzhuang, your appearance is so adorable now. You should be more like this in the future. A human 

should be fueled by their emotions, not keep them covered under a layer of ice! 

“I’m already used to it. Habits are very terrifying. In any case, I don’t think that it’s a bad thing. I don’t 

want to change for anyone and there’s also no one that possesses enough qualifications to make me 

change for him.” Shi Qingzhuang indifferently replied. 

Qing Shui also knew that he didn’t have the qualifications to change Shi Qingzhuang yet. After hearing 

that, he could only hug her tighter, hoping that she would be able to feel the warmth of his sincere 

heart. 

“Qing Shui, let go of me!” 

Qing Shui was feeling better when he heard that as he relinquished his embrace. The words of Shi 

Qingzhuang weren’t merely a cold “let go of me.” This little victory was already sufficient to make Qing 

Shui feel slightly joyful. 

“Qingzhuang, what plans do you have in the future?” After Qing Shui released her from his hug, he 

started to survey her room. 

The room was simple looking as the walls and ceiling were painted in a light green colour, giving people 

a sense of vibrancy. Inside her room, there was another door. After seeing that, Qing Shui walked 

straight over. 

“You can’t go in there!” Shi Qingzhuang caught hold of Qing Shui in a fluster. 

“Is there a man hiding in there?” Qing Shui laughed! 

“Go to hell, go in then!” Shi Qingzhuang pouted as she pushed Qing Shui towards the door. 

“Haha!” 

Qing Shui laughed and pushed open the door. Space was extremely limited in the room he had just 

opened. The walls were painted in an extremely light shade of pink, contrasting with the colours of the 

walls outside. Qing Shui was very surprised. Could it be that Shi Qingzhuang’s heart wasn’t as cold as she 

pretended it to be? 

A slightly bigger than average single bed covered with a white quilt appeared as a waft of fragrance 

drifted over. 

“En, this is the same fragrance on Qingzhuang’s body!” 

“Ai!” 

As Qing Shui’s gaze landed on the bed, he discovered something that he missed out earlier. On the bed, 

there was actually a black-colored panty lying there… 

At this moment, Shi Qingzhuang blushed as she quickly shoved her panty underneath the quilt! 



“Have you seen enough…” 

“Oh, but you have not yet told me your plans for the future.” Qing Shui sat beside Shi Qingzhuang, 

shoulder to shoulder on the bed. 

As Shi Qingzhuang turned her head back, her expression was just like a deer in the headlights. That 

straight nose of hers was especially sexy, and her soul-stirring face would invoke desires in men who 

couldn’t help but involuntarily want to kiss her! 

“After the year is over, I’m going to a sect to learn an art!” 

Qing Shui mumbled an agreement, but didn’t ask which sect she wanted. After all, he was not well 

versed with the names of the various sects of the continent. 

“Your lord husband today didn’t prepare any special gifts for you. After the year is over, your lord 

husband will prepare something that you would definitely like!” Qing Shui spoke after a moment of 

contemplation. 

Shi Qingzhuang didn’t even refute it when Qing Shui referred himself as her lord husband. “Gift? I don’t 

need it!” 

“What if it’s a gift that could increase your cultivation?” Qing Shui teased as he looked at Shi 

Qingzhuang. 

“Oh, I have to thank you for your gift then, don’t disappoint me!” Shi Qingzhuang humorously added. It 

was rare for her to adopt such a demeanor. 

“No matter what, since I came all the way here today, let your lord husband, I, give you something as a 

present!” After he finished speaking, just like how he taught Wenren Wu-shuang, Qing Shui passed the 

Deer Cantering Technique over to Shi Qingzhuang! 

Although Qing Shui was a few years younger than her, she felt a sense of helplessness every time she 

interacted with him. Somehow unknowingly, she had fallen in love with this fiance of hers… 

Qing Shui was extremely joyful during this moment. The techniques he unlocked were all supporting 

abilities in nature, and thus was able to impart it to others. However, without the Qi from to support 

them, others would only be able to, at most, cultivate it to the small success stage. However, being able 

to gain an increase of 20% in one’s agility wasn’t too bad either. 

This time around, Qing Shui shamelessly took all the advantages he could. Her little hands, willowy 

waist, perky butt… 

“You are still touching!?” Shi Qingzhuang also lost track of how many times she had already pouted. 

“Qingzhuang, come and give me a goodbye kiss. I’m going to leave soon!” 

Shi Qingzhuang, “… ” 

Chapter 0152 - The Woman Whose Meridian Energy Channels Are All Connected 



It had been three days since Qing Shui had fixed the betrothal with Shi Qingzhuang and the news was 

spreading like fire. Qing Shui had became the role model for the younger generation, a target that they 

had hope to achieve! 

Since the event three days ago, no one from the Situ Clan had appeared on the streets of Hundred Miles 

City. The Qing Clan’s reputation in the Hundred Miles City had soared. In addition, Qing Shui was on 

good terms with Yu Clan. Now, he had even become relatives by marriage with the City Lord of Hundred 

Miles City, the Shi Clan! 

“Brother Qing Shui is really awesome, unlike the rest of us. Wives are meant to be snatched. When I 

achieve Xiantian, I will focus on snatching beauties who had been betrothed to others. That feeling of 

stealing would definitely be the best!!” 

This was what Qing You had said when he came back, and the rest of the members of Qing Clan’s three 

generations all nodded in agreement. Qing Shui did not know whether to laugh or cry. What sort of logic 

was that? 

Other than training, Qing Shui mostly played with Little Yuchang. But there was one thing that he had 

not been able to decide. It was in regards to his journey to the Skysword Sect after the new year. But he 

could not decide if the entirety of the Qing Clan should move with him, or for him to go alone! 

In the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal, he had been focusing on training other things besides the 

Ancient Strengthening Technique. Qing Shui had devoted the rest of his time mostly on the Nine Animals 

Mimicry Technique, although only training the Deer Cantering and the Tiger Form. Qing Shui only hoped 

to be able to comprehend more techniques from them! 

Each time he had made a new discovery, he would record it down with pen and paper! 

Training required taking one step at a time. Therefore, at that point of time, Qing Shui could only focus 

on training the Deer Cantering which he had achieved the small success stage as well as with the Tiger 

Form! 

The “Tiger’s Roar” was also considered a good technique for channeling Qi. After all, it was the 

technique of channeling Qi for the purpose of health preservation. He had once promised to teach 

Mingyue Gelou martial arts, so he might as well start by teaching her techniques to maintain one’s 

health! 

Every morning in Qing Clan, everyone and even the members from the 2nd generation had started 

practicing the Deer Cantering and the Tiger Form. The most obvious benefit of the Tiger Form was not 

just to cultivate one’s presence. It could even increase a sharp and piercing Qi strength as well as 

additional offensive powers to one’s attack, but the effects were limited. At the small success stage, one 

could increase his strength by 500 jin; at the large success stage, one could increase his strength by 1000 

jin; and at the great perfection stage, the increase in strength would be 5000 jin! 

As they could not practice the without the Qi of the Ancient Strengthening Technique, they could only 

achieve the large success stage. While the additional increase in strength was nothing to Qing Shui, it 

was still quite impressive for those who had not achieve Xiantian. If they achieved the small success 

stage, it would be the equivalent of taking a precious fruit with the properties of an Energy-Enhancing 

Fruit! 



The Deer Cantering raises one’s speed and nimbleness, while the Tiger Form raises one’s attack and 

gives some killer moves! 

“Qing Shui, I’m already so old and stupid, so I may disappoint you!” Seeing that Qing Shui wanted to 

teach her martial arts, Mingyue Gelou was both happy and hesitant! 

“Don’t worry, don’t give yourself too much stress. Relax and take it as an opportunity. If you can master 

it, it’ll be good. If not, your husband will think of other means to get you into Xiantian, no matter what!” 

Qing Shui thought that since they had a lot of time, he did not believe that there would be any way to 

turn Mingyue Gelou into a practitioner! 

“Mmm, I’ll work hard!” 

“Don’t give yourself too much stress. Mingyue, you are very bright. It’ll definitely work out!” Qing Shui 

said as he smiled warmly. He knew that a suitable amount of pressure could act as motivation. But if one 

were under too much pressure, it would cause the person to collapse! 

Of course, there were also some people who were very amazing and could create miracles when faced 

with immense pressure. But luck played an important role as well! 

Qing Shui first imparted her with the “Tiger’s Roar”, the basics of the Tiger Form. All the techniques of 

the Tiger Form would require the complement of the “Tiger’s Roar”! Since Mingyue Gelou did not know 

any martial arts, she could only start with practicing the Tiger’s Roar before the Deer Cantering! 

“Hmmm?” 

Qing Shui was surprised when he saw that Mingyue Gelou had picked it up very quickly. She was able to 

smoothly activate the meridians, gather Qi, and channel it at one go. This caused Qing Shui’s thoughts to 

be cut off. He naturally used his Heavenly Vision Technique on Mingyue Gelou, and he was immediately 

stunned! 

“Naturally born with all meridian channels connected…” Qing Shui could only think of this! 

At first, it was shock, and then, he felt a sense of regret. Such was a talent for martial arts, but she had 

not received any training previously. It was too much of a waste for her to miss out on the best age for 

training! 

He did not know if his knowledge would be able to make some redemption, and help her progress on 

the path of cultivation! 

“Qing Shui, is this how it’s done? I felt the movement of some Qi!” Mingyue Gelou broke off Qing Shui 

from his daze as she asked hesitantly! 

“Mmm, good, very good! Mingyue, remember that unless I tell you to. Focus on only training the Tiger 

Roar’s Qi technique!” Qing Shui said, smiling happily! 

Qing Shui felt that it was already tough for Mingyue Gelou to be starting her training only at the age of 

twenty-four or twenty-five. If she were to pick up rubbish techniques, it would only cause her more 

harm than good! 



No matter what, his was a technique of at least the Legendary Realm or higher. The techniques to 

maintain one’s health should be quite good as well. The “Tiger’s Roar” was one of the techniques 

amongst them, how could it possibly be trash? 

Therefore, Qing Shui planned to use the supporting techniques he knew to let Mingyue Gelou progress 

on the path of cultivation. After all, one who was born with meridian channels all connected was the 

most suitable candidate for cultivation! 

“Mmm, I understand!” To be able to receive Qing Shui’s approval, Mingyue Gelou was very happy. She 

was afraid that she would be too stupid to understand and would not do well. She was afraid to see 

disappointment in Qing Shui’s eyes! 

“Mingyue, I’ll come by during the night to apply acupuncture on you to open up your body’s potential. It 

would allow you to strengthen your constitution, cleanse some of the impurities in your channels, and 

make your training more effective!” Qing Shui decided to hasten Mingyue Gelou’s cultivation progress! 

“Mmm! Then come to my room tonight! For you…I’ll leave the door open!” After saying this, Mingyue 

Gelou turned beet red and ran into the building! 

Qing Shui smiled bitterly at he looked at his body that had acted up. His self-control was getting weaker. 

He had not looked for Mingyue Gelou for three days, and now that he had seen that charming and 

poised appearance. He could not help but recall that purity and seductiveness when she felt good during 

their sex! 

“Brother Shui, there’s someone outside looking for you!” Qing Bei came in and told Qing Shui! 

“Who’s looking for me?” 

“I don’t know them. There’s a big beauty and a little beauty who said that you had treated them before! 

Oh right, the little beauty said that her name is Yaya, and she was calling you Brother Qing Shui!” Qing 

Bei said with a hint of craftiness! 

Qing Shui knocked on Qing Bei’s head lightly and headed for the entrance amidst Qing Bei’s grumblings! 

“Brother Qing Shui!” 

The pretty little girl happily ran towards Qing Shui when she saw him, and pounced into his arms! 

“Thank you, Qing Shui. We will be leaving today and have come to bid you goodbye. You’re the only half 

a friend we know in Hundred Miles City!” The tall and beautiful lady said and smiled. 

“Half a friend?” Qing Shui laughed! 

“I don’t know much about you, and you probably the same for me. But I feel that you are quite a nice 

person and we have had contact over three times, thus you can be considered half a friend!” The lady 

said and smiled gracefully. 

Qing Shui only knew that the lady was called Qianyu Qingqing and it was because they had hit it off. 

Another reason was because Qing Shui felt that they were a bit similar. Or perhaps, she was a bit similar 

to his mother! 



For a moment, Qing Shui suspected if she was the elder sister that he had never met before in his life. 

But Qing Shui had heard from his mother that the sister of his had a red mark the size of a rice above the 

corner of her left eye! But this lady did not had that mark, and age wise, she did not seem to be a year 

older than him. Therefore, Qing Shui dismissed this thought! 

The lady was not extremely beautiful by Qing Shui’s standards. She did not have his goddess-like 

master’s beauty that had surpassed worldly standards and could lead to the destruction of countries and 

cities. She did not have Wenren Wu-Shuang’s unparalleled beauty of her generation; even the cool Shi 

Qingzhuang was also prettier than her. But this lady had an uncomparable graceful charm, and her 

movements had a sense of natural attraction to them! 

“If the opportunity arises, you can come look for me at Qianyu Clan at the Central Continent. We are 

considered half a friend, and you had also treated Yaya. If not, I wouldn’t have recognised you as half a 

friend!” Qianyu said and smiled gently! 

Her words would have sounded arrogant if it was said by another. But when they were spoken by her, 

there was an unspeakable charm to it which was hard to make one hate them! 

“Other than my kin, I do not have any friends. And now that I’ve made half a friend, don’t you feel 

honored?” Qianyu blinked with her pair of bright, black, and beautiful eyes! 

Qing Shui felt that the charms of this lady could only be surpassed by the beauty of his goddess-like 

master that had transcended worldly standards. Her charms caused one to be engrossed in it, as if it was 

a drug addiction. It was too bad that he would not be able to see it anymore in the future! 

“I do feel very honored and I also have Yaya to thank. If not, how could I make this precious half a 

friend!” Qing Shui casually said while teasing Yaya! 

“Yaya, say goodbye to brother!” 

“Goodbye brother! You must come to visit Yaya!” 

Qing Shui waved his hands and bade them goodbye! Random acquaintances in life like them are like two 

intersecting straight lines. Once the intersection was passed, there may not be another chance to meet 

again in the future! 

Qing Shui did not feel very depressed. Yaya’s illness was in fact a type of slow-acting poison which would 

be hard to cure once it acted up. It just so happened that they had come from the Central Continent to 

where he was, and coincidentally met him. After he had saved Yaya’s life, Qianyu had recognised Qing 

Shui as a half a friend of hers! 

“I wonder who would be so devious towards such a cute little girl!” Qing Shui even doubted if Qianyu 

Qingqing was aware of who had poisoned Yaya! 

Looking at the horse carriage that got further away, Qing Shui decided not to think too much about it. 

Afterall, it was none of his concern! 

Situ Clan! 

“Cough cough! Nantian, remember to not get involved with Qing Clan so much as that chap from Qing 

Clan is still alive. This is the end to me, but you guys don’t have to worry. That little thing would not 



eradicate everyone. Just remember to take a detour if you come across the people from Qing Clan. Get 

the descendents of Situ Clan to exercise restraint when doing things!” Situ Jianyi weakly said as he 

coughed out another two mouthfuls of blood! 

“Grandpa, your grandson had caused you harm!” Situ Nantian cried bitterly and said. 

“Nantian, Grandpa’s life has come to an end. Remember what Grandpa said, do not get involved with 

him any more. I have a set of techniques in my room and under my bed that is a manual I had come 

across with Xiantian martial techniques. If one has the potential, he would be able to attain Xiantian 

with 30 years of tough training!” 

Situ Nantian was very agitated, but he looked at Situ Jianyi with a calm and collected look. “Grandpa, 

can the Cloud Mist Sect help us?” 

Situ Nantian was still holding onto one last strand of hope! 

“If I’m alive, the Cloud Mist Sect would still help us, but not when I’m dead. Do you understand?” Situ 

Jianyi spoke with a clouded gaze! 

“I can’t accept this!” 

These were Situ Jianyi’s last words. 

Qing Shui was aware of Situ Jianyi’s death. He had never intended to keep him alive, but it was just that 

he did not let him die on the spot. 

QIng Shui did not approve of the elimination of the roots. He was someone who would leave a way out, 

and would go easy on others whenever possible! 

The Situ Clan was shrouded by gloominess while Qing Clan was filled with joy. They were living each day 

with much happiness, and exuded a daily fragrance that seemed to surpass even that of the specialities 

of Yu He Inn! 

“Mother, I may be leaving the Hundred Miles City after the new year. What plans do you guys have? Is it 

for everyone to follow me and settle down in Cang Lang Country or to remain in the Hundred Miles 

City?” Qing Shui felt that he needed to get this problem settled! 

Chapter 0153 - Golden Needles, Strengthening of the Constitution 

“Mother, I may be leaving Hundred Miles City after the new year. What plans do you guys have? Will 

everyone follow me to settle down in Cang Lang Country or remain in Hundred Miles City?” Qing Shui 

felt that he needed to get this problem resolved! 

After hearing Qing Shui’s words, everyone in the Qing Clan, including Qing Yi, all turned silent. Qing Yi 

raised her head and looked towards the rest. “Everyone, speak up. Do we stay in Hundred Miles City or 

head to Cang Lang Country?” 

“Brother Qing Shui, what is Cang Lang Country like? Is it even more beautiful?” Qing Bei yearningly said 

as her eyes brimmed with stars. 

“I have no idea. I have not been there before!” Qing Shui looked at her curious gaze speechlessly! 



“Our roots are in Qing Village. It doesn’t matter whether we’re at Hundred Miles City or Cang Lang 

Country. It’d be good if there are many opportunities in Cang Lang Country. If settling there is too rough, 

we might as well stay in Hundred Miles City!” Qing Yi eventually raised her concerns. 

“Actually, if we were to go to Cang Lang Country, there would still be plenty of opportunities for us. I 

have some things with me that can aid our growth in Cang Lang Country. You guys only have to decide 

whether to go or not!” Qing Shui thought about it. After the new year, he would have 500 Drunken 

Fragrance Fruits. This alone would allow them to set up a shop and feed the whole Qing Clan. There 

would be even more chances in the future! 

Qing Yi saw that all three generations of the Qing Clan had passion in their eyes. Actually, Qing Yi had 

also looked forward to Cang Lang Country. After all, it was the most developed city in Cang Lang 

Country, and had the highest population due its numerous clans. 

“Then it’s decided. If there are no issues, we will all head to Cang Lang Country. Old Master supports 

Qing Shui in all his decisions. So whether or not we will go will depend on Qing Shui!” Qing Yi smiled and 

said 

Qing Yi’s words made the three generations of Qing Clan overjoyed. Who among the younger 

generation had not looked forward to the outside world? 

“Mother, what about Grandpa and the rest? Would they be going with us too?” Qing Shui recalled that 

there was still his Grandpa, two uncles, and an old man guarding the Qing Clan’s library in Qing Village! 

“When we head back during the new year, we’ll discuss with Old Master. We’ll sort out the details 

later!” 

Ever since he had made the decision to move, Qing Shui increased the amount of sales of the black fish 

and turtles in Yu He Inn so that they could get some more revenue. After all, there was already quite a 

substantial amount of black fish in the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal! 

After having his morning meal, Qing Shui decided to make a trip to the Night Fragrance Court! 

Regardless of the era, the sex industry would always be the most prosperous and profitable. Qing Shui 

looked at the endless stream of customers of the Night Fragrance Court. Many people entered and left! 

Qing Shui, who had broken through to the 4th layer of the Ancient Strengthening Technique, could 

clearly hear the cries of people indulging in sex. Qing Shui headed straight up the stairs and to the top! 

There were still two ladies on guard. Qing Shui could not help but recall the time he had walked in and 

saw the nude bodies of the Wenren sisters. He especially thought of Wenren Wu-Shuang’s posture that 

would make one’s blood veins pop… 

When Qing Shui saw Wenren Wu-Shuang again, there was an obvious distance between the two of 

them. Qing Shui was not thick-skinned enough to tell her that he wanted her when he already had Shi 

Qingzhuang. 

And there was also Mingyue Gelou. Qing Shui started to feel that his emotional intelligence was very 

low, and his skin was not thick enough! 



“Wu-Shuang. After the new year, we’ll be heading to the Skysword Sect in Cang Lang Country. It is likely 

that the whole Qing Clan will be moving to Cang Lang Country. What are your plans?” Qing Shui started 

to think that he really would have no chance with this beauty with a charm unparalleled in his 

generation. 

If one day Wenren Wu-Shuang were to jump into the arms of another, Qing Shui would definitely feel 

bad. All men have their own selfish motives. Qing Shui was no exception. Moreover, what Qing Shui 

valued most, other than kinship, was women. He hoped to have a few pretty wives and children to 

pamper him in the future so that he would be able to see the heartwarming scenes when they are 

happy. 

“I can leave anytime. You can just inform me!” 

While it was still a light smile, Qing Shui felt that within, there was quiet resistance, rejection, refusal, 

and even a tinge of hatred! 

“This is for you. It can increase your powers by a substantial amount!” Qing Shui handed Wu-Shuang a 

small porcelain bottle with two Small Revitalizing Pills and said. 

“Qing Shui!” When Qing Shui was about to leave, Wenren Wu-Shuang stopped him! 

Qing Shui was puzzled as he turned to look at Wu-Shuang! Earlier, Qing Shui had wanted to bear the 

pain and erase all thoughts of Wenren Wu-Shuang! 

“You said that you would put in effort to chase me and not let me be married to those despicable men. 

You have to remember what you said!” 

When Qing Shui left, Wu-Shuang’s magical words still resounded in his ears! 

“Seems like my skin is still not thick enough, and I do not have enough confidence. There are countless 

beauties across the nine continents. If I hope to get my hands on a few more, it wouldn’t be possible 

without powers and thick skin!” Qing Shui recovered from Wu-Shuang’s last words, and stood even 

taller and sturdier than before! 

“Qing Shui, do I still need to take off my clothes for the acupuncture?” 

At night, Qing Shui wanted to apply acupuncture on Mingyue Gelou to boost her potential and 

strengthen her constitution. At the same time, he wanted to further expand and strengthen her 

meridian energy channels! 

Seeing how awkward Mingyue was, Qing Shui could not help but think about how she could still feel shy 

so easily even after they had sex for a few times before! What Qing Shui enjoyed the most was how 

demure and pure she looked when they were doing the indecent act! 

“It’s easy to get into trouble with clothes on! If not, shall your husband help you take them off?” Qing 

Shui liked the shy look Mingyue had whenever he teased her. It was very charming! 

“I’ll do it myself!” Mingyue said, flustered! 



Qing Shui saw her clothes being taken off one after another, revealing that soft and flawless skin. Under 

Qing Shui’s gaze, the snow-white skin was dyed in a light- pink shade, and had a scent of sweet 

fragrance to it. 

It was the first time Qing Shui had seen a woman slowly undressing herself in front of him. Furthermore, 

she was a charming, seductive, and young married woman! 

He could not help but reach out his hand and grab onto that well-rounded mound. He caressed it while 

the other hand reached for that rounded bosom. The smoothness, tenderness, and the springiness of it 

made one crave for more! 

“Qing Shui, didn’t you say that you are applying acupuncture on me?” Mingyue gasped slightly and said. 

“Your husband is applying a special ‘acupuncture’ first so that I can have full concentration when I’m 

applying the acupuncture later!” Qing Shui grinned and kissed those red lips that formed a slight smile. 

The room was filled with cries and gasps, as well as the occasional slapping sounds! 

After a round of sex… 

Mingyue Gelou laid on the bed, naked and with her eyes closed. On the other hand, Qing Shui was 

neatly dressed, feeling refreshed and energized. While he still felt an urge to go for another round when 

he saw Mingyue’s beautiful body, he was no longer out of control! 

The nine golden needles moved around on Mingyue’s body as she cried out in a voice that seemed to 

sound as if she was in pain and joy! 

Feeling uncomfortable, she opened her two eyes slightly and looked at Qing Shui with a slightly 

seductive face. But it was too bad that Qing Shui could not enjoy himself at the moment. After all, many 

of the acupoints involved were important; once the damage was done, it would become a major 

problem! 

To strengthen the constitution, one had to expand and fortify the meridian channels to achieve the 

effect of cleansing the impurities in the body! 

Gradually, a layer of grey-colored sweat that had a slight odor covered Mingyue’s body. It was tolerable, 

but strongly smelled of pheromones. 

It was also why Mingyue’s face had turned beet red, and her beautiful eyelids were also shut tightly! 

After a while, Qing Shui gradually drew out all the needles. After Mingyue had gasped from the release 

of the needles, he carried her into the bathroom! 

He had held back the heat that had been growing in him during the long period of acupuncture. Now 

that it was over, he would naturally need to release it! 

After cleansing the impurities, Mingyue seemed to have an additional layer of glow and charm to her. 

Qing Shui had gotten someone to make him an especially big bathtub. The water level was only at the 

waist level! 



Mingyue Gelou felt like crawling into a hole as she held on to the sides of the bathtub. Her full bosom 

was perched up high, allowing Qing Shui to thrust loudly from the back! 

The sound of each thrust made her embarrassed beyond words. It was so comfortable that she wanted 

to cry out, but she did not wish to make too much noise. She was afraid that she would be seen as a bad 

woman! 

Chapter 0154 -Small Success with the Tiger Form; Ripe Fruit 

Unconsciously, time slowly passed by. Two months’ time had suddenly gone by; there were less than ten 

days until Chinese New Year! 

Qing Shui woke up in the morning and looked at the heavy snow falling outside the window. There was 

pure white snow everywhere he looked. The ground seemed as if it were wrapped in a sheet of silver! 

The third generation of the Qing Clan still continued to cultivate in this type of snowy weather. A few 

tens of people practiced the same pose. Surprisingly, their power had a slight sound of the Tiger’s Roar! 

In addition to the crucial cultivation that he practiced inside the spatial realm for the past two months, 

Qing Shui also helped everyone in the Qing Clan to cultivate Deer Cantering and the Tiger Form. Now 

they were on the right track, but they still had quite a bit of time before achieving the small success 

stage. From an amateur’s point of view, their aura was quite imposing, but it was not enough to 

intimidate a master! 

Although they made Qing Shui happy, the person that made him feel the happiest was Mingyue Gelou. 

People whose meridian energy channels were all connected are really cultivation geniuses. In two 

months’ time, she reached the small success stage for the Tiger Form at the same time as Qing Shui 

even though she started later! 

Qing Shui wondered how fast Mingyue Gelou could cultivate the Tiger Form if she had the Ancient 

Strengthening Technique. She liked Deer Cantering even more than Tiger Form now. Everyday, aside 

from accompanying little Yuchang, she spent almost all her extra time on cultivating! 

Qing Shui felt that maybe it was because Mingyue Gelou had purely practiced “Tiger’s Roar”, enabling 

her to quickly pick up and understand the Tiger Form. However, how could she be faster than himself? 

She really was a person whose meridian energy channels were all connected. Ever since he had broken 

through the fourth heavenly layer, all the meridian channels in his body were also connected. Was it 

also understanding the technique? 

Qing Shui thought his understanding was rather good due to his experience of two lifetimes! 

Maybe it was Mingyue Gelou’s success that provoked these kids. Now, every one of them cultivated as 

though they were obsessed. Although Qing Shui knew the real reason behind her success, Qing Shui 

liked to see these upset kids cultivate frantically. They would be embarrassed if they allowed a woman 

who previously knew nothing about martial arts beat them! 

Qing Shui and Mingyue Gelou had both reached the small success stage with the Tiger Form. But since 

Qing Shui’s cultivation experience was a lot deeper than hers, both the Tiger Form and the Tiger’s Roar 

he created were not on a level that could be compared! 



What surprised Qing Shui the most was that small success with the Tiger’s Roar produced an actual 

tiger’s roar. The sound that Qing Shui made was dull, and shook everyone’s heartstrings, while Mingyue 

Gelou’s was sharp and ear-piercing! 

“Could it be that the sound of the Tiger’s Roar was different for males and females?” 

After reaching small success with the “Tiger Form”, Mingyue Gelou’s strength was increased by five 

hundred jin. With the two Endurance-Enhancing Fruits she had, she had about seven hundred jin of 

strength. Although she was still small and weak-looking compared to an average, strong adult male, her 

strength was actually more than twice of his strength! 

He opened the door and walked outside. Nowadays, everyone was already used to it. Although Qing 

Shui had left, everyone still continued to practice without stopping. Usually, they would practice the 

Tiger Form and the other four forms together, and then practice what they wanted to work on later. 

Then, the ones at similar strengths would spar with each other! 

Mingyue Gelou always woke up very early, but the little girl liked to sleep. Mingyue Gelou knew that 

Qing Shui did not lock his door when he slept at night (this was a habit that Qing Shui adopted later), so 

sometimes she would leave the little girl in order to secretly squeeze in Qing Shui’s blanket. Qing Shui 

pretended to not realize, but for numerous occasions, he just wanted to turn from side to side with her! 

Looking at the thick snow everywhere, Qing Shui walked to a place where he stood every day and slowly 

unfolded his Taichi Fists. Gradually, the snowflakes in the sky followed Qing Shui’s slow posture and 

floated around him. Then, they quickly melted in the sky! 

In the middle of practice, Qing Luo went to the Hundred Miles City. To everyone’s surprise, he opposed 

the idea that the Qing Clan should follow Qing Shui and move to Cang Lang County together. He was 

quite resolute, and said that he could only think about it after Qing Shui had established some position 

of influence in Cang Lang County. 

Although Qing Luo did not say the reason, everyone already knew. Cang Lang County City was the 

capital city of the entire Cang Lang County. It was the biggest and most bustling city with the deepest 

waters in Cang Lang County. It was full of opportunities, but how it not be a stepping stone for others? 

Since the old man had already stated his intent, the entire third generation of the Qing Clan was 

dispirited and helpless. They could only work hard to cultivate. If they had Qing Shui’s strength, they 

would be more than capable of going to places like the Cang Lang County. They wouldn’t even need to 

be protected by others like they were now! 

In about ten pages, Qing Shui recorded some insights, tricks, feelings, and his experience in cultivating 

the Deer Cantering and the Tiger Form. On the record, there were detailed steps and important 

information about cultivating them, so it should be a big help to the future generations! 

Qing Shui made a few copies of these papers, and especially gave one to Mingyue Gelou. He told 

Mingyue Gelou that after he left, it would be on her to supervise the group of kids! 

Mingyue Gelou held those sheets of paper as if they weighed a thousand jin. When she looked at Qing 

Shui, the rims of her eyes turned red. She knew that he would leave eventually. She also knew early on 

that this day would come, so she didn’t have any extravagant hopes that she could make him stay. 



Unfortunately, even if she knew that the day of departure was quickly arriving, her heart still suffered 

incomparable pain, making her chest hurt! 

Her tears poured out like the beads of a broken necklace. A heartbroken Qing Shui smiled bitterly and 

helped her to wipe her tears, but the more he wiped, the more tears poured out. Therefore, he could 

only hug her tightly in his embrace! 

Unable to hold back any longer, Mingyue Gelou sobbed quietly. 

“It’s ok, don’t cry. It’s not like I’m not coming back again. The outside world cannot be compared to 

home. You guys have to keep cultivating. When I have established myself, I will take you over there!” 

Qing Shui patted Mingyue Gelou’s back and consoled her softly. 

“Yes, I know. I will continue to cultivate. I will go find you when I reach Xiantian, ok? I don’t have a lot of 

extravagant hopes. I only wish to remain by your side with my little girl!” 

Mingyue Gelou hugged Qing Shui, and her soft words made it seem like she was talking to herself. 

“Mingyue, you have to remember that you’re my wife, my woman. In addition to increasing my strength 

and experience, your husband is also going outside in order to find a way for you to break through to 

Xiantian. That way, we can have lots of time together!” Qing Shui held Mingyue Gelou’s shoulder and 

said seriously! 

“Mingyue, come here. Your husband will give you something!” 

Yesterday, Qing Shui found that the Energy-Enhancing Fruits in the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal 

were ripe. Naturally, he was happy. It would have taken a hundred years outside of the spatial realm to 

ripen. It is a pity that there were only ten! 

The Agility-Enhancing Fruits still needed a few more days. The first time he picked the Energy-Enhancing 

Fruits was late, resulting in only a few day’s time for the Agility-Enhancing Fruit to ripen. 

“What is this?” Mingyue Gelou asked, amazed as she looked at the two fire-red Energy-Enhancing Fruits. 

“Fruits that increase your strength! You can increase your strength by five hundred jin when you eat just 

one fruit. Unfortunately, each person can only eat two. If not, your husband would have let you eat tens 

of hundreds of them!” Qing Shui smiled and looked at her. 

“Qing Shui, giving me something this precious wouldn’t be…” 

“Mingyue, you still don’t consider yourself as my woman. Do you not like me?” Qing Shui knew that he 

had to pressure her into taking it! 

“No, how do I not like you? If I did not, I wouldn’t have let you do those embarrassing things to me!” 

Mingyue Gelou panicked a little and got a little embarrassed. 

Surprisingly, Qing Shui didn’t continue to tease her. When she said “If I did nott, I wouldn’t have let you 

do those embarrassing things,” the charm that she exuded was particularly enchanting! 



Watching her eat the two Energy-Enhancing Fruits, Qing Shui knew that now she was not that weak 

woman anymore. With her strength of almost two thousand jin and her small success in Tiger Form, she 

should be able to defeat a sixth grade Martial Warrior! 

In two months’ time, she reached the peak strength of a sixth grade Martial Warrior. Her understanding 

and naturally connected meridian energy channels, coupled with the help of his magical acupuncture 

and the Energy-Enhancing Fruits, unexpectedly allowed Mingyue Gelou’s true strength to improve at a 

miraculous rate! 

Another cause of happiness that Qing Shui discovered was that the Agility-Enhancing Fruits’ effect was a 

permanent increase in additional speed. No matter the time, there would be an effect on the 

enhancement of speed! 

This was the so-called progress of how the Agility-Enhancing Fruit changed speed. One Agility-Enhancing 

Fruit permanently increased fifty percent of one’s current speed. As long as the speed increased, there 

would also be another corresponding fifty percent increase in speed! 

After the Chinese New Year, the Agility-Enhancing Fruits would be ripe. At that time, he wouldl give two 

to Mingyue Gelou and two to Shi Qingzhuang as his promised gifts. In the end, there would a leftover of 

six fruits of each kind. 

“Let me just keep it for the future. The amount left is really small!” Qing Shui dispelled his plan to give 

them to the rest of the members of the Qing Clan. He wanted to let them train hard and discover their 

potential first! 

There would be many more opportunities in the future! 

As Chinese New Year slowly approached, Qing Shui and company were getting ready to celebrate the 

occasion at Qing Clan Village! 

Chapter 0155 - Kissing Shi Qingzhuang 

The new year was approaching. Qing Shui and company went back to Qing Clan Village to celebrate the 

coming of the new year! 

The Agility-Enhancing Fruits had also matured. After giving two of them to Mingyue Gelou, Qing Shui 

finished his breakfast and set out for the Shi Clan. 

“Mother, if I’m not back by noon, you guys head back to Qing Village first. Don’t wait for me. I will go 

there on my own!” Qing Shui instructed before he left. 

“Going to the Shi Clan to look for Qingzhuang?” Qing Yi smiled as she inquired. 

“En!” Qing Shui embarrassedly smiled as he thought back to that day when he went over to propose 

marriage. On that day that Qing Yi had met Shi Qingzhuang, she removed a shiny crystal bracelet from 

her own hand and passed it over to Qingzhuang. She added a sentence, “You are already a member of 

our Qing Clan.” 

Qing Yi’s words were wise, and caused Shi Qingzhuang to be slightly shy and happy. By giving the 

bracelet to Qingzhuang, no one would gossip about her in the future. 



“We will wait for your return, and if you are not back by noon, we will just go back tomorrow!” Qing Yi 

smiled. Since Qing Shui was going to depart after the new year, she wished to prolong the amount of 

time spent with him during this period. 

“That’s fine too.” Qing Shui laughed, and quickly set off amidst the teasing laughter of the others. 

This time around, , the sentry did not stop Qing Shui when Qing Shui stepped into the Shi Family’s 

threshold. Not even a guard blocked his way as he walked straight for the backyard! 

A beautiful and fiery red figure who moved with the nimbleness and grace of a butterfly was seen as 

Qing Shui arrived at the backyard. He became numb. The stance and the effect of Deer Cantering 

differed according to each individual. Although Deer Cantering was only a supporting technique, and 

lacked a complete set of footwork, the multifarious effects of combining it with a stance was displayed 

in full by the stunning figure before Qing Shui. 

The most natural practitioner of Deer Cantering was Mingyue Gelou. She was not acquainted with any 

movement techniques. Yet with practice, she was eventually able to create her own footwork by 

following the movements of Deer Cantering. This left Qing Shui speechless. At the same time, he 

marveled by her genuine talent, perceptiveness, and potential to excel! 

Qing Shui stood afar and kept his gaze on Shi Qingzhuang. It was only when Shi Qingzhuang 

unintentionally noticed him did she stop her practice and walk towards Qing Shui. 

“Wifey, your hubby is here to see you!” Although Shi Qingzhuang’s attitude was not very cold, Qing Shui 

couldn’t help but tease her with his words after noticing her calm attitude. 

“You misbehave the moment you arrive. Why are you here?” Shi Qingzhuang stated, in somewhat of a 

bad mood as she silently glanced at Qing Shui from the corner of her eyes. 

Qing Shui passed two Energy-Enhancing and Agility-Enhancing Fruits to her. “These are for you. These 

two fruits are capable of increasing your strength by a thousand jin, while these other two fruits can 

increase your speed by 1x.” 

After he spoke, Qing Shui noticed that Shi Qingzhuang was staring at the fruits dumbly. Involuntarily, he 

asked, “What? You know what these fruits are?” 

“100 Year Fiery Power Fruit and the Clear Wind Fruit?” Shi Qingzhuang cast a weird glance at Qing Shui. 

“Why didn’t you say so earlier? I was still thinking about how to explain them to you, haha.” Qing Shui 

felt as though he had shown off for nothing as he smiled awkwardly. 

“I don’t want them!” 

Qing Shui was stunned after hearing Shi Qingzhuang’s reply. “Why? I said I would prepare a present for 

you. Could it be that these fruits weren’t good enough to catch the eyes of our great mistress?” 

“They are too valuable! It would be a waste if I ate them.” Shi Qingzhuang said. 

“Ah, I thought it was too common to attract your attention. It’s fine, take them. They are only something 

slightly valuable. It’s a pity that you are not at Xiantian yet. If you were, I could give you even more 

valuable items.” Qing Shui thought of the Small-Revitalizing Pellets and stated somewhat regretfully. 



Qing Shui’s words caused Shi Qingzhuang to be speechless. She directly took the fruits from Qing Shui 

and bit swiftly into one of the fruits in her hands, devouring it in an instant. Although her action was 

quick, her demeanor was still elegant. 

What could one do? No matter what action a beautiful woman did, she would still look beautiful. Not 

only were their actions elegant, they were adorable as well. However, the same held true for the other 

end as well. For ugly women, no matter what they did, their actions would still appear ugly, clumsy, and 

even reach the point of being disgusting! 

A moment later, Shi Qingzhuang’s cheeks grew red from the effects of devouring the Energy-Enhancing 

Fruit. Holding her hand tightly, Qing Shui directed a gentle stream of Ancient Strengthening Qi to aid her 

in the digestion of the fruit. It was unknown if the redness of her cheeks was caused by the devouring of 

the Energy-Enhancing Fruits or the act of Qing Shui tightly holding on to her hands. Maybe it was a 

combination of both factors. 

“Thank you.” 

Those two words that Shi Qingzhuang uttered caused Qing Shui to feel extremely warm in his heart. 

Looking with disbelief at Shi Qingzhuang, Qing Shui stated, “I didn’t know that our great mistress would 

actually know these two words, hahaha!” 

“Pfft!” Shi Qingzhuang laughed. Qing Shui saw her jade-like, snow-white teeth once again. They were as 

beautiful as a work of art! 

“Qingzhuang, your teeth are so beautiful! I wouldn’t even dare to believe that I’ve touched them 

before!” Qing Shui smiled somewhat naughtily as he enjoyed the shy expression on Shi Qingzhuang’s 

countenance. 

Qing Shui kept his hold on Shi Qingzhuang’s hands. Having the chance to hold her hands didn’t come 

easily, so Qing Shui treasured every chance he got. Shi Qingzhuang squirmed a bit, but failed to break 

hold of his grasp. It was as though she was already used to the shameless actions of Qing Shui. She did 

not react any further, and could only allow him to pull her along. 

“After the new year celebrations pass,, I will leave for Cang Lang Country. I may not be able to see you 

again. If you want to find me, you can go to the Skysword Sect in your free time. I will be there.” Qing 

Shui lightly said. 

“En!” Shi Qingzhuang whispered in a low voice. 

“Qingzhuang, I’m leaving first!” 

“En!” 

“I will miss you and think of you!” Qing Shui smiled as he gazed at Shi Qingzhuang. 

“En!” Shi Qingzhuang lowered her head, but Qing Shui could still see that her cheeks had turned the 

color of a rosy red. 

“Can you grant me a very small wish?” Shi Qingzhuang didn’t notice the naughty looking smile of Qing 

Shui! 



“En?” Shi Qingzhuang inclined her head as she shyly glanced at Qing Shui. 

“Can you give me a kiss? Just one! I’m leaving here soon, and I don’t know when I will see you again. I’m 

afraid I would go crazy just thinking about you!” Qing Shui bitterly exclaimed. 

Maybe it was because something intimate happened between the two of them before and the fact that 

he was her fiance that, not only did she not refute Qing Shui’s words, but even her ears grew red from 

the burning sensation of her shyness. 

Looking at her bashful expression, Qing Shui knew that as long as she did not say otherwise, she agreed. 

After all, if Shi Qingzhuang really spoke out her compliance, she would no longer be an ice princess! 

Qing Shui wasn’t a hypocrite. Inching forward, he slowly began to embrace that soft, willowy waist as his 

head gradually approached that incomparable, desirable, and aloof little mouth that he had tasted 

before. 

Qing Shui refused to close his eyes as their lips locked. He was enjoying the gentleness and numbness of 

that kiss as he stared at the beautiful countenance of Shi Qingzhuang, who made a look similar to ice on 

fire! 

Maybe it was only in moments like these that she would be willing to discard her outer layer of ice. 

Qing Shui’s hands were roaming all over her back, and eventually grabbed onto that full, perky butt. 

Even with her clothes on, he could feel the smoothness and that sensuous elasticity of her butt! 

As he grabbed that butt of hers, Shi Qingzhuang’s mouth opened slightly as she gave a gasp of surprise. 

Qing Shui’s tongue immediately snaked into her mouth, gently licking her tongue and savouring the 

sweetness of her saliva. Shi Qingzhuang’s body shuddered slightly as she experienced the mind-numbing 

sensation of Qing Shui’s skill. 

Time seemed to pause momentarily, as only sounds of breathing and the occasional light moan could be 

heard. 

It was unknown how much time had passed. Only after Qing Shui had fondled Shi Qingzhuang one more 

time over her entire body did he break the kiss apart. Teasingly, he glanced at the Shi Qingzhuang’s face. 

Her eyes were tightly closed, as though she was also enjoying that rare moment of passion. 

“You are so beautiful like this. Qingzhuang, I love you!” 

If it were some other woman, Qing Shui would not have been able to say those three words that easily. 

However, he had no qualms about saying that when it came to Shi Qingzhuang. After all, he really did 

love her, and especially liked to see that passionate expression on her face. 

When Qing Shui returned to the Qing Clan Medical Store, it was already noon. Other than Uncle Qing Hu 

and Auntie Yuan Ying, the rest of the Qing Clan members had already prepared to leave to celebrate the 

new year over at the Qing Clan Village! 

“Brother Qing Shui, why are your lips so swollen? Where did you spend the day!” Qing You laughed after 

he saw Qing Shui. 

“Enough. Let us be on our way, we can still reach the Qing Clan Village before the day ends!” 



Chapter 0156 - Embarking on the road to the Skysword Sect! 

As he returned to the Qing Village, Qing Shui couldn’t help but think how it had already been a year 

since he last left. The splendor of the city showed an obvious contrast to the destituteness of the Qing 

Village. Still, Qing Shui liked it here more because this place held a sense of kinship for him. 

Upon reaching the Qing Clan, Qing Shui realised that his exploits had already spread far and wide. There 

was no one who did not recognize him in the village. Many young people would passionately call out 

‘Brother Qing Shui!’ as a greeting when they saw him. 

The New Year celebrations were extremely joyous, and the village was filled with lights and bright 

colours! 

For the annual competition, Qing Shui no longer had the opportunity to stand up there. The atmosphere 

had become somewhat bleak because Qing Shui wasn’t going to participate. Maybe it was because of 

the fact that Qing Shui, who was younger than most of them, was already at the Xiantian level. What 

was there to compare with someone older who still wasn’t at the Martial General Realm? 

So in the end, the victor of the yearly competition did not have the usual attitude of winning. As for 

those who lost, they were even more depressed! 

Mingyue Gelou and her daughter also came to Qing Village. Although no one said anything about it, 

there wasn’t anyone who didn’t know that Mingyue was already Qing Shui’s woman and a part of the 

Qing Clan. Say no less of the little girl- Qing Shui and Qing Yi were protective as if they were mother 

hens, and treated her like a little chick. The 2nd generation of the Qing Clan, including Qing Luo, also 

incessantly doted upon her. 

This caused Mingyue’s broken heart to feel warmth again. The feeling of being cared for and loved by 

others was extremely marvelous. 

After the new year, Qing Shui bade farewell to his family and prepared to go to Hundred Miles City to 

gather Wenren Wu-shuang before they headed to the Skysword Sect together. 

Qing Yu couldn’t help herself and cried. This was the first time Qing Shui was going on such a long 

journey. This was also the first time that Qing Shui saw Qing Yi openly crying after he grew up. In his 

eyes, Qing Yi was always an intelligent and strong woman! 

However, no matter how strong a woman was, there would also be times when she was weak! 

“Mother, there’s no need to worry about me. You must take care of yourself and wait for me to come 

back. I will bring you to the Yan Clan, demand an explanation, and finally meet Qing Qing!” Qing Shui 

gently wiped Qing Yi’s tears away as he tried to direct her attention elsewhere. 

Qing Qing was none other than the little toddler that the Yan Clan had abducted before. She was the 

elder sister of Qing Shui! 

“I won’t insist on it. Look at your accomplishments today. I’m already very happy. I would rather you 

carry on with your life and not take the risk!” Qing Yi said, with dread evident in her voice. This was what 

she truly felt in her heart, but she also wanted to go to the Yan Clan. 



“No matter what happens, don’t worry. With your son here, Mother can just place all the burdens on my 

shoulders. You must take care of yourself, regardless of anything what happens. I will always be here for 

you.” These few words conveyed Qing Shui’s heartfelt feelings. 

With the blessings of the Qing Clan, Qing Shui left the Qing Village! 

After he reached Hundred Miles City, he rented a carriage together with Wu-shuang. After that, when 

he saw Yu He in the Yu He Inn, he felt a sense of unwillingness and reluctance. In the end, he decided to 

let time test both of their hearts. 

“Sister Yu, I’m here today to say my goodbyes. What are your plans for the future?” Qing Shui had 

caused the Yu He Inn to be in the centre of a storm of commotion for the past few months. Many people 

were eyeing the business. Although, with his black fish and turtle soup, he was the one who enabled the 

Yu He Inn to earn about ten to twenty years of income. He still felt somewhat uncomfortable. 

“If I’m unable to cope after a period of time , I will sell the inn away. Grandpa wanted me to follow him 

to cultivate, so I’ve decided to focus on my cultivation. Maybe I will also reach Xiantian. At that time, I 

will be able to tour the nine continents with you to see many beautiful places!” Yu He smiled. Despite 

her facade, Qing Shui could still see signs of desolation and sadness in her eyes. 

Qing Shui brought out two Energy-Enhancing Fruits as well as two Agility-Enhancing Fruits. As Yu He 

consumed the fruits, Qing Shui channeled his Qi to aid her in her digestion. However, he did not tell her 

of the fruits’ effects. This could be considered his way compensating her. 

“Give this to your Grandpa, and tell him that it’s from me. This will enable him to increase his strength 

by a significant amount!” 

Yu He’s gaze was filled with confusion as she watched Qing Shui walking over to Wenren Wu-shuang. 

Seeing how beautiful the woman waiting for him was, she could feel a sense of intense pressure, as 

though it were pressing against her heart and leaving her breathless. 

“Yu He, why are you still clinging onto that hope? Both of you belonged to different worlds. Being able 

to stay friends could already be considered a fortune of sorts. Don’t dream about it anymore. He is a 

dragon among men. Sooner or later, he would surely be flying in the skies.” 

Yu He’s feelings grew more and more chaotic as she saw Qing Shui and Wu-shuang get in the carriage. 

Her heart was cloaked by a layer of depression as she stupidly watched the horse carriage drive away 

from her sight. 

“Why can’t you bear to part from that great beauty?” Wenren Wu-shuang gazed at the slightly 

depressed Qing Shui. 

“I can part. I’m just thinking about my family!” Qing Shui wanted to pass two Agility-Enhancing Fruits 

and two Small-Revitalizing Pellets over to Yu Donghao, so that he could have enough power to help the 

Qing Clan if they were faced with trouble in future. 

Qing Shui and Wenren Wu-Shuang had rented an enormous tentage carriage that was pulled by four 

metallic bull beasts. They could eat and stay within the carriage; thus, they had brought many kinds of 

dried rations along. After all, the road to Cang Lang Country was still extremely long! 



The drivers of the carriage were two burly men about 30 years of age. When they saw Wenren Wu-

shuang, they froze slightly at her beauty before quickly recovering. 

Qing Shui was somewhat impressed by their calmness. Perhaps they had met many beauties in their line 

of work before! 

After he set off, Qing Shui asked the burly man that was driving the carriage, “Big brothers, how long 

would it take if I want to go to the Cang Lang Country?” 

“About two months.” 

Qing Shui was speechless. The nine continents were too vast! Even Cang Lang Country would need 

about two months worth of traveling using the metallic bull beasts. Although the speed of the metallic 

bull beasts weren’t quick, they had astounding endurance, and only needed six hours of rest per four 

days of travel. 

The road was long and boring. Luckily, inside that immense tentage carriage, there were several small 

chambers built within. Qing Shui purposely rented a large carriage that was meant for the use of a big 

family. Thus, with only two of them inside the carriage, it felt extremely spacious and wide! 

Initially, Qing Shui was still worried about where he could cultivate. After seeing their spacious tentage 

carriage that actually had some small chambers in them, he heaved a sigh of relief. 

‘Qing Shui, it’s so boring. Tell me a joke!” Wenren Wu-shuang gazed at Qing Shui. 

“Joke? Hmm… alright, I know a lot.” Qing Shui smiled and appeared very confident. 

“Tell me some to ease the boredom!” Wenren Wu-shuang happily exclaimed. 

“Okay, listen to this. There was once a mountain village in which a certain chicken had unparalleled 

speed. It boasted to be even quicker than demonic beasts. The owner often bragged to people, saying 

that his chicken was the fastest.” 

A rich man came to the village and fell in love with the chicken at first sight. Speaking to the owner, he 

stated, “I will give you two hundred thousand taels of silver to sell me the chicken.” 

The owner replied, “I’m not selling.” 

The rich man replied, “Five hundred thousand.” 

The owner seemed unwilling as he replied, “I’m not selling.” 

The rich man got nervous after hearing that answer, and made a final offer of one million taels of silver. 

Although the heart of the owner was moved, he still replied, “I’m not selling.” 

The rich guy angrily exclaimed, “It’s only a chicken. You aren’t willing to sell it even for one million taels 

of silver? Is there something wrong with your brain?” 

In the end, the owner helplessly replied, “I would, but I can’t catch it…” 



“Haha, the owner is so funny!” Wu-shuang’s lovely laughter was extremely comfortable to the ears as 

she laughed along cooperatively when she understood the joke. With her bright eyes, beautiful teeth, 

and incomparable gracefulness, she was a peerless beauty within her generation! 

Chapter 0157 - Tiger Form Coming to Life!! 

Time slowly passed by as the carriage pulled by metallic bull beasts progressed in a sluggish pace. It was 

not considered very slow because they would be travelling on a very long journey. Faced with such a 

situation, Qing Shui yearned even more for a flying demonic beast ride. 

They were passing by crowded marketplaces filled with people and carts, and hilly wilderness. They 

would occasionally hear terrifying roars of beasts or see strong demonic beasts flying around! 

“Let’s rest here for the night. The metallic bull beasts are tired as well,” the stronger coachman told Qing 

Shui and Wenren Wu-Shuang. 

“Alright!” Qing Shui grinned and replied, but contempt filled his eyes. 

Qing Shui turned back to look at Wenren Wu-Shuang and noticed that her cheeks were dyed red. She 

must have also heard the “hidden motives” of the two coachmen! 

Qing Shui had initially thought that these two coachmen were strong and sturdy. Furthermore, they 

seemed to remain unaffected when they saw Wu-Shuang. Thus, he decided to recruit them for the 

journey to Cang Lang Country! 

It was just that he had not expected these two men to hide it so well. Qing Shui had not thought that 

they would think of tainting Wu-Shuang. Seeing that Wu-Shuang had the beauty compared to a goddess, 

they started to harbor evil thoughts and prepared to kill the guy that night and bring the lady back to be 

their wife! 

If it weren’t for the fact that they had travelled close to one-third of the journey and didn’t know the 

path to Skysword Sect, Qing Shui would have taken down the two scums immediately. The two strong 

men seemed to have achieved quite a high level of cultivation as they emitted a dauntless aura. They 

must have tainted quite a number of women! 

It was freezing cold and they were in the wilderness as the four of them gathered around the campfire 

to eat their rations. The sight of Wenren Wu-Shuang by the campfire was so beautiful that it was stifling. 

The pretty face that was slightly smoked red made the guys who saw it rage with a beastly impulse. 

Qing Shui remained smiling quietly as he kept the fire going. Even without seeing them, he could feel the 

slightly reddish gaze of the two men that were openly staring at Wu-Shuang. 

Qing Shui did not give a hoot about these two small fries. It was as if he was enjoying a clown’s 

performance and he could not help but looked towards Wu-Shuang. Their gazes clashed by coincidence. 

At that moment, Qing Shui felt that their interaction was very mysterious, as if they could tell what the 

other was thinking at that moment. 

At that moment, the stronger man besides Qing Shui suddenly stood up. He agilely whipped out a 

bright, short blade from his waist and skillfully thrusted towards the back of Qing Shui’s neck. 

“You’re courting death!” 



Without even a glance, Qing Shui directly grabbed onto the handle of the dagger! 

The sounds of bones cracking echoed, making one’s scalp tingle. 

“Ahh!!!” 

The man’s shrill screams could only mean that one of his hands was crushed by Qing Shui! 

The other man who had yet to make a move stayed where he was, dazed. To think that the seemingly 

“frail and delicate” young master from a rich family was able to maim Luo Qiang who was at the 7th 

grade of the Martial Warrior. 

“Ahh! I’ve done wrong. Young Master, please spare my life. I didn’t know any better and must have 

been blind to set you as my target!” With his hand maimed, the man sweated profusely as he kept on 

begging for forgiveness. He could already sense the potent killing intent within Qing Shui’s eyes. 

“You’re in the wrong? Hahaha!” Qing Shui laughed out in fury! 

“If I did not have the skills to defend myself, wouldn’t I have died without even knowing what 

happened?” Qing Shui was filled with an immense fury. 

Things turned out fine since it was him, but if it was some other ordinary folks, they would have suffered 

horribly. The more he thought about it, the more infuriated he was. Wu-Shuang also felt scared after 

hearing what Qing Shui had said. While she did not feel scared earlier because she was highly skilled, she 

could not bear to think about what would have happened if that wasn’t the case. 

Qing Shui rapidly landed a few kicks on the man’s Dantian as well as on a few acupoints on the lower 

body. He did the same to the other guy. This not only crippled them of their cultivation but also to 

caused them to be impotent. 

Qing Shui did not kill him primarily for the reason that they can still be the coachmen. The world of the 

nine continents revered those with power; the weak fall prey to the strong. Moreover, he had let them 

suffer a fate worse than death! 

It was a peaceful night, but only a few suppressed cries of pain echoed as their cultivation was crippled. 

Being in the wilderness with Qing Shui and Wu-Shuang on the carriage, they would not be able to 

escape even if they wished to do so. More so, they did not dare to attempt to escape. 

In the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal, Qing Shui went about with his training as usual. He trained 

only the Deer Cantering and Tiger Form for the Nine Animals Mimicry Technique. 

Qing Shui kept his fist half-clenched. Each time he struck, there was a deep deafening sound of a tiger’s 

roar. 

When the Tiger’s Mount struck, there were echoes of tiger roars that would cause one’s heart to 

tremble. At that moment, Qing Shui was like a tall giant with a heightened aura. He accumulated Qi and 

pushed his aura to its peak. 

Thereafter, it was the Tiger’s Descend. With his two hands clasped together, this was able to pressurize 

the opponent. It released an overwhelming and destructive aura and had the greatest prowess. 



There was an unparalleled sharpness to his figure and the Qi previously accumulated was like a vast 

ocean. The overwhelming seawater seemed to have found a gap to escape as they surged out violently. 

They seemed to be able to destroy and even overthrow a large mountain! 

Hooking, Hanging, Pointing, Carrying, Piercing, Slicing, Hacking 

After, Qing Shui practiced the Solitary Rapid Fist and the Free Spirit Steps. He also dealt with concealed 

weapons, sword piercing, sword pointing, and sword hacking one by one. He eventually tried to 

incorporate the Deer Cantering into the Free Spirit Steps. What Qing Shui was aiming for was a higher 

level of incorporation. This would make it so that the Free Spirit Steps and the Deer Cantering would 

reach the stage where they had become one. But Qing Shui understood that he would still need more 

time to achieve this. 

The Tiger Form. Qing Shui had been devoting his time on the Tiger Form. The Tiger Form has many 

offensive techniques. Other than the four powerful killer moves, there was still the Tiger Laceration, the 

Tiger Claw Attack, and the Tiger Lunge… 

The Tiger Form emphasized on offensive traits coupled with incisiveness. What Qing Shui lacked were 

offensive techniques. He had primarily picked up supporting techniques in the past. All this time, from 

the killing of Xiantian experts to the Golden-Ringed Snake King, he had relied on his terrifying brute 

strength and the amazing effects of the primordial flames. 

Qing Shui repeatedly practiced the Tiger Form. Gradually with the tiger roars, Qing Shui seemed to have 

turned into a gigantic tiger himself. He slowly incorporated techniques of the Solitary Rapid Fist into the 

Tiger Form. 

There is only one move, or even to say, one trick to the Solitary Rapid Fist. It changes according to the 

moves made by the opponent. The Tiger Form focuses on incisive offenses, and with the incorporation 

of the Rapid Solitary Fist, its prowess was increased by leaps and bounds. Qing Shui clearly felt the 

differences, as if a tiger’s intelligence had been replaced with that of a human’s. Thus, the combined 

individual would have greater intelligence. 

Intelligence was originally the unique trait of the Rapid Solitary Fist. The effects from the combination of 

moves with the Tiger Form and the Rapid Solitary Fist made Qing Shui give a loud and long roar! 

“The Tiger Form is coming to life!” 

Qing Shui even felt that his present self or future self could take on other martial techniques. There 

were those that could serve as a complement to achieve an extremely powerful effect. This was the real 

charm of supporting techniques. 

The broke through to 63 cycles just as he had hoped it to be. While he was happy, Qing Shui knew that 

the next hurdle would be even higher! 

When Qing Shui woke up the next morning, the metallic bull beasts were already on the way. Qing Shui 

came out from his room and noticed that Wu-Shuang was already awake and standing next to windows. 

She looked towards the mountains in the far distance. 

When she saw Qing Shui, she broke into a smile that would mesmerize all living things! 



Poise and purity has only a thin line that differed from seductive charms. And most importantly, the two 

were interchangeable. Some people liked women who were poised and pure, while some preferred 

seductive and lewd women, and even more those who were unpredictable. 

Qing Shui looked at Wu-Shuang and smiled as he looked at her beautiful and unparalleled makeup-free 

face. He stared at her wonderful back view, and that extremely charming presence. But Qing Shui would 

always recall the scene when she was taking a bath. Her figure with her tempting butt perked up could 

cause one’s imagination to run wild. 

Chapter 0158 - Lustful Xiantian Expert 

Qing Shui looked at Wenren Wu-Shuang with a smile. He gazed at her natural, matchless beauty, her 

comely figure, and her unsurpassed air of elegance. The alluring image of her perky bottom while she 

bathed surfaced in Qing Shui’s mind. 

“Where are you looking at? You rascal,” Wenren Wu-Shuang had noticed Qing Shui leering at her 

buttocks, and pouted coquettishly. 

“Hey, you look ravishing with or without clothes!” Qing Shui smirked. 

Wenren Wu-Shuang struggled to maintain her composure and turned crimson. She glanced disdainfully 

at Qing Shui; her slight pouting was sensual and her red lips indicated her displeasure. 

“Alright, don’t be angry. I’ll whip up something good for lunch, and you can enjoy it to your heart’s 

content,” Qing Shui stopped himself before the joke went too far. 

“Mm, the food rations I’ve been eating is too bland and awful!” Wenren Wu-Shuang said pitifully. It 

seemed to Qing Shui as though she was subtly flirting with him. 

Upon seeing that affectionate side of hers, Qing Shui brusquely pinched Wenren Wu-Shuang’s straight 

and seductive nose. 

Qing Shui had wanted to rub her head like how he did for Qing Bei, but she wore her hair in a high 

ponytail; he could only pinch her straight and seductive nose. 

Wenren Wu-Shuang found it amusing that Qing Shui pinched her nose. Though it is easy to overlook his 

age, he is his own product of self-cultivation and disposition. Some even mistaken him for being older 

than Wenren Wu-Shuang. In Wenren Wu-Shuang’s eyes, however, the devilishly handsome face that 

captivates women was just a young man to her. 

She brushed off Qing Shui’s hand and lightly tapped on his head. Qing Shui closed his eyes in enjoyment. 

It was these very pair of hands that triggered his enlightenment in alchemy. Primal Chaotic Divine 

Needle Technique, Ancient Technique Flames of Yin-Yang, and even cultivating Small Revitalizing Pellets. 

No one knew when he would have learnt all these. Many disasters were averted thanks that bout of 

enlightenment. The Qing Clan would have vanished from history if not for his alchemy. 

The more Qing Shui thought about it, the more he felt grateful to these pair of hands. Unconsciously, he 

took the jade-white hands into his own. They felt warm against the winter cold, but most importantly, 

they were soft, smooth, and comfortable to hold. 



“Hey, hey! What are you doing?” Wenren Wu-Shuang watched as Qing Shui looked besottedly at her 

hand, fondling it with care. It gave her a tingly sensation in her heart. 

“It is this hand that knocked me into enlightenment. It is a sacred hand, and I have to thank it!” Qing 

Shui said, and gave her a light peck on her hand. 

“Ah, it’s ticklish! Here’s another, then!” Wenren Wu-Shuang laughed and gave Qing Shui another knock 

on his hand. 

Such a blooming and charming smile! 

At noon, Qing Shui granted the exhausted coachmen a break and went to hunt for two Xueshan 

chickens. He promised Wenren Wu-Shuang a delicious meal. 

De-feather, disembowel, start the fire, and cut the Xueshan chicken into pieces! Qing Shui moved with 

skillful speed, as though creating an art piece. 

Take out the “pot”! The “pot” that Qing Shui fished out from his baggage was actually brought from the 

Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. 

Qing Shui then added less than half a piece of Drunken Fragrance Fruit, as well as other ingredients he 

prepared! 

When the intoxicating aroma filled the air, even the dispirited coachmen turned to look excitedly at the 

pot before Qing Shui and Wenren Wu-Shuang. 

“Wow, how can this be so fragrant?” Wenren Wu-Shuang looked at Qing Shuang in disbelief. 

“Why not?” 

“I meant, there actually exists such an enticing aroma. If not for this day, I wouldn’t have known of such 

a wonderful smell,” Wenren Wu-Shuang commented while licking her lips. 

Qing Shui’s heart thumped hard against his chest when he saw that pink tongue. Even Wenren Wu-

Shuang heard it as she turned red when she saw him staring at her lips. 

On one side, the two strong coachmen looked especially dejected while chomping on the dry and 

tasteless rations. They contrasted themselves to Qing Shui and Wenren Wu-Shuang who were feasting 

at the pot. The chicken soup was as fine as nectar, and the chicken chunks were tender, fragrant, and 

heavenly! 

“Delicious, absolutely delicious. Qing Shui, can you prepare this for me everyday?” Wenren Wu-Shuang 

said as she rubbed her slightly bulging tummy in satisfaction. 

“Call me ‘husband’ and I will or ‘hubby’ can do too. If it’s too much, ‘brother’ is also acceptable,” Qing 

Shui knows that one would hanker for more after trying the chicken for the first time. Hence, he could 

not resist teasing this exceptional lady. 

“Stop dreaming. Huh, you’ve taken enough advantage of me. Change your terms,” Wenren Wu-Shuang 

scowled, feeling anxious yet shy. 



“I can change my terms - you have to proclaim to the public that you are mine. You are to acquiesce,” 

Qing Shui joked with feigned deliberation. 

“No! Isn’t it the same?” Wenren Wu-Shuang glanced at Qing Shui bitterly. 

“Then let’s change to a simple one - kiss me. This is easy, isn’t it…” 

“Ah! If it’s to bite your face, I will agree…!” 

Back on their way, it had been 10 days since the metallic bull beasts entered this desolate mountain 

range. In order to enter, they would have to go through the narrow and long valley. 

“Friend, you’ve been following us for such a long time. I’ll be entering the valley if you don’t strike!” 

Qing Shui suddenly declared with a crystal-clear voice. It was penetrating, but not loud. 

“Hahaha, you do have acute senses!” The mountains resounded with a wild laughter. A burly man with a 

flushed face appeared in the middle of the road. 

Qing Shui sized the man up as he descended from the metallic bull beasts with Wenren Wu-Shuang! 

He had coarse features, a monstrous nose, a gigantic mouth, and eyes that were piercing yet lewd. He 

looked forty-ish and dressed like a commoner. At that moment, he was ogling at Wenren Wu-Shuang 

with a glint in his eye that all men could recognize. 

The most unique part of the burly man were his hands that were shaped like a palm fan. They were 

double the size of a normal hand, and had ten thick fingers that were unusually dull and golden. 

“Speak, why were you following us?” Qing Shui frowned. He could see that the man was strong, at least 

stronger than the guy from Situ Clan. But it did not seem strange meeting him here in such a desolate 

place. 

“I only desire two things in life - food and women!” The man answered with a sinister laugh which, 

coupled with his large eyes, could make one shudder. 

Wenren Wu-Shuang felt uncomfortable, even fearful, as she looked into his devilish and lewd stare. 

Chapter 0159 - The Sinister Move, Tiger Tailwhip Kick 

Wenren Wu-Shuang felt uncomfortable, or even fearful, as she looked into his devilishly lewd stare. 

Qing Shui held onto Wu-Shuang’s hand lightly and said, “Wu-Shuang, go wait on the carriage. I’ll chase 

off this perverted guy in a moment.” 

“Young lad, I don’t wish to kill you. I only wish to eat the delicious food you made. As long as you 

promise to make me the delicious food I smelled earlier and let this woman be with me for a few days, 

I’ll let the two of you off.” The intrepid man said this as if he was being charitable. He was making a 

natural expression. 

“Damn! To heck with you! Who do you think you are?” Qing Shui was infuriated, and even more so than 

when he had heard the hidden motives of the two coachmen. 



It was mainly due to the man’s tone, arrogance, and egoistic nature. He acted as if he was the most 

formidable and impressive person. He also acted as if he was a righteous man when in reality he was 

just a mere lewd lecher. There was a saying that goes “a pretentious prick was even more shameful that 

a courtesan”. His behavior was worse than a courtesan’s who were at least open with what they do. 

After hearing Qing Shui’s words, the man was in a daze. It wasn’t that there was no one who had cursed 

him before, but that they were all dead. This young lad in front of him didn’t know any better and was 

scolding him. Did he think that he would not kill him? 

“Lad, there’s still time for you to regret your decision. If not, I’ll put you through so much misery that 

you’d wish you were dead! I will also let you see with your own eyes how I play with your woman by 

using all sorts of techniques that would guarantee to be an eye opener.” The man’s large face that 

displayed his lewd and vicious intentions caused others to feel deterred. 

Wu-Shuang blushed in anger as she looked at the man. Other than fighting, there’s no other way to deal 

with such uncouths! 

“There’s still time for you to scram.” Qing Shui said in a soft voice, feeling disdain. How could a boorish 

man like you compare to the techniques that I know? In my previous life, I had gone through all the films 

from that island country. (Japanese AV) 

The man stared with furious eyes that looked like a pair of copper bells. His fist cracked and soon, a layer 

of golden light encompassed his hands. 

As expected, his strength was in his two hands. Qing Shui had guessed as much when he first saw his 

hands. The Qi of Xiantian was concealed within the golden light. 

“Lad, I will not let you die immediately. Instead, I will make you pay that price for your arrogance today. 

Like I said, I will take your woman in front of you. This is the first time I’ve come across such a beautiful 

woman. Look at that skin, it’ll definitely feel good to the touch…” 

“Qing Shui, kill him for me.” Wu-Shuang blushed in anger as she looked towards the man. 

Qing Shui was already walking towards the man. When Wu-Shuang said her piece, Qing Shui 

immediately increased his speed to the maximum level while concurrently crossing his hands in a tearing 

motion as he pounced towards the man’s chest. 

The man was obviously stunned by seeing Qing Shui’s speed. A ray of light bursted out from his huge, 

copper-bell eyes. Qing Shui’s laceration technique seemed sharp and was accompanied by a low Tiger’s 

Roar, causing him to feel restless and uneasy. 

Only in that moment did the man view Qing Shui as his opponent. He had only thought of Qing Shui as a 

young master from a wealthy family with his concubine when he first saw his delicate appearance. Now, 

he knew he was wrong. 

His two hands, shrouded in a golden light, came into contact with Qing Shui’s at great speed! 

Bang bang!!! 

A few deep sounds echoed, as if two big mountains had collided. Dust flew about. From the Tiger Roars 

of Qing Shui’s attack, the situation seemed to be in a state of chaos and darkness. 



Who would have thought that Qing Shui would be sent flying with a trail of blood flowing from the 

corner of his lips. However, he managed to land on his feet. 

On the other hand, the man was forced three steps back before he stabilized himself and looked at Qing 

Shui in shock. 

Qing Shui was feeling even more astonished as it was the first time he had been injured since he had 

broke through the 4th layer of the Ancient Strengthening Technique. 

“Qing Shui, how do you feel?” Wu-Shuang frantically ran towards Qing Shui when she saw the blood at 

the corner of his mouth. She knew that Qing Shui was very strong and did not expect him to lose in one 

move. 

“I’m fine. This person’s technique is really weird. He is able to exert two strong forces almost at the 

same time. Moreover, he has huge strength and I wasn’t being careful. Thank goodness that I noticed it 

earlier.” Qing Shui smiled at the frantic and worried Wu-Shuang. 

The intrepid man was even more shocked. He had relied on this “Second Wave” to defeat countless 

experts. To think that he was not able to kill his opponent today must mean that the boy had a tough 

physique. If the man had cultivated to the “Third Wave”, his opponent would probably suffer from 

heavy injuries even if he did not die. 

Qing Shui looked at the pair of hands radiating with golden light. He felt that this man should be on the 

same level as his goddess-like master. It seemed like it was going to be a tough fight. 

Utilizing the Free Spirit Steps, Qing Shui displayed the speed he was so proud of. He only needed to be 

faster than his opponent. Qing Shui was also very excited to be able to use the Tiger Form against an 

opponent for the first time. 

The Tiger Form integrated with the Rapid Solitary Fist displayed its prowess quickly. Qing Shui exerted 

80% of the prowess in each blow, being careful to not face the opponent’s blow head on. One time, 

their attacks were forced to clash, and Qing Shui was prepared to withstand the opponent’s Double 

Impact. After all, the opponent’s strength was much weaker than Qing Shui’s. Qing Shui felt that the 

opponent’s strength was about 200,000 jin while he had an immense strength of about 300,000 jin. 

In a battle between experts and especially in a fight to the death, one can gain plenty of experience 

quickly. QIng Shui could feel the obvious fluidity from utilizing the Tiger Form compared to when he 

practiced alone. 

Gradually, Qing Shui realised that every time his opponent used the Double Impact Technique, his hands 

would be covered in a strong golden light! With this, Qing Shui was able to prepare to fend off the 

attack. 

When he saw the golden light in his opponent’s palms once again, he knew that it was the only time 

when his opponent’s attack would clash with his! 

Qing Shui, who had long since raised his aura to its pinnacle, used the Tiger Descend to exert an 

overwhelming aura. With this aura, Qing Shui exerted his strength from his whole body, causing an 

explosion that was accompanied by a loud trembling tiger roar cutting across the sky. 



This time around, Qing Shui was sent flying backwards again, but the intrepid man was also puking large 

amounts of blood. That was because at the moment when they collided, Qing Shui had used the most 

sinister and vicious move of the Tiger Form. 

Tiger Tailwhip Kick! 

It was a kick as fast as lightning. With an overwhelming strength, he directly landed on the man’s chest 

before he could defend against it! 

Qing Shui struggled to stand up with his tough body. “Damn it, this strength is too dubious. Each time 

before the impact of the first blow is gone, another one just as strong is dealt after. One cannot even 

defend against it and the only way is to avoid direct collision.” 

Thank goodness he had cultivated the Tiger Tailwhip Kick. While it was sneaky, it was practical. 

“Qing Shui, Qing Shui…” Wenren Wu-Shuang looked at Qing Shui who was puking blood and cried out. 

She was trembling as tears uncontrollably flowed down her cheeks. 

“Don’t cry, lass. It’s the second time you’re crying. Be good, give me a smile!” Qing Shui wiped off the 

tears off Wu-Shuang. 

The automatically circulated in his body. The image of Yin-Yang in his consciousness gradually repaired 

Qing Shui’s damaged organs, muscles, and bones. 

Hearing Qing Shui’s words, Wu-Shuang looked worriedly at Qing Shui’s concerned and pale face as he 

looked at her. She felt very warm, and also very blessed to have such an outstanding guy who liked her. 

She reached out her tender white hands and wiped off the blood traces at the corners of Qing Shui’s 

lips. Qing Shui fidgeted and wanted to move away, but was held around the neck by Wu-Shuang’s other 

hand. 

“There’s still time for you to scram.” Qing Shui said in a soft voice, feeling disdain. 

Chapter 0160 - Nine Waves Great Golden Buddha Palm 

She extended her jade-white hands to wipe off the blood that trickled down the corner of his mouth. 

Qing Shui attempted to dodge, but Wenren Wu-Shuang had wrapped her other arm around his neck. 

In this moment, Wenren Wu-Shuang was gentle. She was carefully cleaning up bloodstains from Qing 

Shui’s face, unperturbed by the mess it made. 

“Come, let’s find out whether the man is dead.” After regaining some energy, Qing Shui pulled Wenren 

Wu-Shuang up and walked towards the man he sent flying with his kick. 

The burly man on the ground was long dead一his chest was bored through by Qing Shui’s kick and left a 

large bloody chasm in place of his heart. 

The Tiger Tailwhip Kick lived up to its name of being a fatal technique. Qing Shui was surprised at himself 

for being able to perform the skill naturally! 

“Mm!” 



Qing Shui spotted something silvery and gleaming that peeked out from the ragged clothing. He bent 

forward to take it. 

“Silver Pages!” 

Qing Shui counted nine pieces of the Silver Pages; each sheet was 7 inches long and 5 inches wide. Eight 

characters in golden seal script were printed on the rightmost side of the first sheet. 

“Nine Waves Great Golden Buddha Palm!” 

Qing Shui couldn’t help but recall the Double Damage displayed by the burly man during the fight just 

now. Could he have been cultivating this Nine Waves Great Golden Buddha Palm?” 

“Qing Shui, what is this? It’s actually recorded on the Silver Pages,” Wu-Shuang looked at the silvery 

sheets in astonishment. Only precious items would warrant a record on the Silver Pages. 

The Silver Pages were not made of ordinary silver, but the essence of silver. Nine mere sheets of Silver 

Pages were as valuable as the nine Gold Needles Qing Shui possessed. 

“Must be a set of technique,” Qing Shui said, and passed it to Wu-shuang without hesitation. 

It was a small gesture, but it left Wu-shuang feeling warm and fuzzy. She accepted it and stood next to 

Qing Shui. Though absent-mindedly flipping through the pages, her concentration was not on the 

glistening sheets. 

Qing Shui dug out a bundle from the man. Upon opening it, he discovered stacks of money, notes, a 

book, and a paper made of hide. 

“A book!” Qing Shui was elated because he loved books. Even Wu-Shuang came over to have a look. 

Qing Shui turned the first page, and both went dumbstruck. 

“Spring Palace Portrait!” 

The characters were life-like and full of vitality. The men were bald and full of masculinity as they were 

drawn with powerful strokes, The women were incomparably graceful as even the most important part 

was drawn meticulously. 

The first drawing depicted a woman kneeling on a bed with her full buttocks perked high, and a man 

kneeling behind her, halfway inside her. The woman in the painting was as beautiful as a peach blossom 

with eyes that were half-closed and mouth slightly parted. She looked pleased and invigorated as 

though she was enjoying it. 

Qing Shui actually had a reaction from looking at the erotic painting, which looked more realistic than 

photos taken in his past life. The second picture was more awkward. The man was lying on the bed 

erected while a gorgeous beauty kneeled there perking her full, round buttocks. The mysterious region 

was clearly presented before Qing Shui as the woman in portrait held the erected genital in her hands, 

sucking part of it with her erotic, small mouth… 

At this moment, Wu-Shuang spat out the word “despicable” and fled. Her face was crimson red and 

heart beated quickly. Qing Shui merely snickered and admired the look on Wu-Shuang’s face. 



Both of them had stared at the picture for some time. Qing Shui was perplexed; Wu-Shuang actually 

looked at it for such a long time. She probably thought it was wonderful too… 

“Wu-Shuang, don’t you think this looks good too,” Qing Shui was especially happy. 

Wu-Shuang was still deep in shock that the big thing could enter a woman… 

She was disgusted at the second drawing; she didn’t think that the woman would suck on… 

Even though Wu-Shuang was in Night Fragrance Court, she had never witnessed such acts. She knew 

about intimate relations, but was not aware of the size it could be, or the fact that women could use 

their mouths. 

“Stop, stop saying those disgusting things,” Wu-Shuang said, feeling shy and flustered. The memory of 

her being exposed before him during her bath came into her mind. She had been in a similar pose as the 

woman in the drawing was in with her buttocks perked up. This made her turn a brighter shade of red. 

Wu-Shuang thought of how Qing Shui was staring fixedly at her hips this morning. Could he be thinking 

of imitating the couple in the drawing, “Qing Shui! This is embarrassing! Stop your foolish thoughts!” 

“Alright, I will keep the book. Let me know when you want to have a read, and I’ll pass it to you. Or we 

can read it together,” Qing Shui chuckled and closed the book. 

“Go to hell,” Wu-Shuang hurled the Silver Pages at Qing Shui, who managed to catch it in mid-air and 

keep it. 

Qing Shui decided to bundle all these items up. He could have continued horsing around with Wu-

Shuang if it were not for the two coachmen waiting. 

Dead men tell no tales; Qing Shui hastily dug a pit and buried the burly man. 

“Wu-Shuang, let’s continue on our way. We have only travelled a small distance to the Skysword Sect. It 

is really inconvenient without an avian ride, “ Qing Shui said with a sigh. 

“You’re right, but a Flying Beast is too rare, I’m not even sure if I’ll ever see one in this lifetime,” Wu-

Shuang looked longingly at the distant night sky. 

Back on their way and in the carriage, Qing Shui was reading through the Nine Waves Great Golden 

Buddha Palm in the Silver Pages. 

“I was right. The Second Wave could create this much damage?” Qing Shui roughly read through the 

Silver Pages, and found the steps to be similar to the Buddha Palms. 

He knew that the there were some Buddhist believers in the world of the nine continents, but was 

unsure if it was the same as the Buddha is his past life. There is said to be an all-powerful Buddhist Sect 

in the central continent, which the Skysword Sect can’t be compared to. 

Qing Shui put aside all extraneous thoughts and continued scanning the Nine Waves Great Golden 

Buddha Palm. As the name suggested, there were the nine waves in the technique; each has its own way 

of mustering up Qi, and using the previous waves as its basis. 



One can increase ten percent of his strength after perfecting the First Wave, while the Second adds on 

an additional wave of power that builds on the foundation set by the First. The Second Wave does not, 

however, increase one’s attacking power. It is discharged almost simultaneously with the First Wave, 

following only a split second later. 

After the perfection of the Third Wave, it will increase another wave of strength on top of the initial 

foundation. It still uses one’s own strength, but the power of the First Wave will be increased by 20 

percent,and the Second by 10 percent. When performed, the First Wave will always be executed last, 

which means that the most fatal strength would always come last. It was an attack that comes in 

multiple waves that come after another. 

And the Fourth follows on! The Ninth Wave does not increase attack, but has 10 percent more power 

than that of the Eighth or 80 percent more than the First. 

“What the… such a devilish technique!” Qing Shui could not suppress his excitement. 

 


